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Day 20 – San Jose – Miami – Toronto 01 December

I had gone to bed at 20:30 but some clown in the hotel thought that noisy maintenance should be 

performed at 01:00 hrs. I dozed until 02:00 and gave up to type my daily report.

Having no coffee, I added a tea bag to the used coffee sack and brewed some cofftea. Not bad, in a 

pinch.

A Continental Breakfast had been arranged for 04:00 so that about a dozen of us could catch the 

04:45 shuttle to the airport.

We got to the airport at 05:00 and I tipped the driver for bag wrestling. By 05:05 I had paid the US$ 

29 departure tax. But, I then had to fill out a form with all my passport data. I had dropped my bag 

at American Airlines by 05:15 for my flight to Miami, but, although ticketed through to Toronto, I 

was told I had to pick up my bag in Miami for US Customs. After Miami Customs I had to ensure the

bag went back onto the Connecting Flights belt.

Then I had to get through the Airport Police and after that Airport Security. By 05:40 I was at Gate 3

for the AA1204 boarding at 07:10 for the planned 07:55 departure.

At Gate 3 the air conditioning was set to Arctic. The area was empty so there was no body heat from 

the huddled masses to keep things warm. I decamped to a crowded gate and put up with the 

mindless blather of nervous people. I was clearly “exhaustipated”.

Having been in shorts and short sleeves for the last 20 days, I was not looking forward to going back 

to the Canadian deep freeze. So, I had made sure my sweater and rain jacket were in my carry on. 

Equally, I wore my brown Navajo T-shirt, that I bought on the reserve in Utah, under my Tilley long-

sleeved shirt for the homeward trip.

Note: Boarding times are pure fiction – the actual was 07:34 with me in my seat at 07:38 and a push

back of 07:58 hrs.

We landed in Miami at 11:40 EST. There was one new wrinkle. We taxied off the runway and down 

the taxiway. On the apron, but short of the gate, the engines were cut. An announcement told us to 

sit tight while the plane was towed to the gate. I suspect that the parking spot had too tight a turning
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radius for a powered docking.

As I came up the jetway into the terminal, I was greeted with “Hark the Herald Angels Sing.”

It took me one hour and thirty-five minutes to get from my arrival gate to the departure gate. Every 

ounce of fun has been wrung out of air travel. I used to find it exciting. Now it is a royal pain.

Lunch was a bacon burger at Wendy’s in Miami. Then it was the rechargeable lithium battery search 

– none to be found. I

My flight to Toronto was AA1668 boarding at 15:00 for a 15:40 departure. The boarding pass had a 

predicted landing temp of 3 Celsius. I landed in Toronto at 18:57 EST. BUT, our gate was blocked so 

we did not disembark until 19:17 hrs. After Immigration, Customs and Baggage Reclaim, I grabbed a

limo and was home by 20:15 hrs.

At home, it was my usual flying day recovery routine of pizza and plonk. I have never found a better 

way to wash away the residue from the rotten flying experience that ruins the start and end of every 

trip.

Thanks to my house watcher, the major tree that had crashed down from my neighbour’s property 

while I was in Guatemala, had been turned into firewood. BUT, it took out half of a nice shade tree 

on the way down and there is damage to my deck overlooking the ravine. All in all, a pity, but 

nothing that nature won’t heal over time.
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